Calliope, from the film
accompanying Absent Illussions
– A Hunt for the Eluded Muses
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Heiniö is a keen marathon runner.
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ERI Dance Theatre
in the performance
of Ilta (Evening)

Creative balance between
tradition and innovation
in Mikko Heiniö’s music

THE MUSICAL UNIVERSE of Mikko Heiniö
(b. 1948) is stylistically vast and rich in content.
Despite its strong emotional and perceptional
charge, his music is subject to strict analytical control. Heiniö once said that contemporary music
can in theory use just any material, but not in just
any way, and the same still holds. He personally
traces the roots of his present expression back to
his first symphony, Possible Worlds (1987)
.
The kingpins of Heiniö’s output are his three
operas, concertos, orchestral and large-scale vocal
works, but equally important are his many compositions for smaller ensemble. One major new addition to his catalogue is his third symphony (2017),
to be premiered by the Turku Philharmonic
Orchestra on 18 May, at his 70th birthday concert.

Sumptuous, colourful worlds of sound, swiftly-soaring melodies, vigorously-beating
rhythms and grand gestures. But also loaded retreats into quiet waters, pictorial
moods and moments of inner reflection. Musical drama devoid of dead moments.

New takes on traditional genres

The linguistic dimension is pronounced in the music of Heiniö, as demonstrated by his many operas
and vocal works. The languages of his chosen texts
bear strong cultural meanings, and the same can be
said of the titles of his works and their movements.
The five movements of the Maria Suite (2011),
for example, address interpretations of the Virgin
Mary in five different languages and cultures.
The biggest of Mikko Heiniö’s choral works
is Ilta (Evening 2013–2014)
, lasting nearly
an hour in performance. It paints eleven powerful atmospheres and evokes thoughts and feelings
of evening through texts in no fewer than six languages (Finnish, Swedish, English, German, Spanish and French). Evening has been performed both
as a pure concert item and as a dance theatre production. Heiniö has collaborated closely with the
Turku dance theatre ERI, and both Hermes and
Khora are intended both as concertos and as dance
works with ERI.
“I classify these works as music theatre. I’m sim-

Like symphonies for Sibelius and string quartets
for Bartók, piano concertos have become the genre
through which Mikko Heiniö has most regularly
examined his composer persona. In them, he has
sought new takes on the genre, and most of the
nine require some unconventional ‘extras’. Three
of them have vocal sections, and the sixth (Hermes
1994) and seventh (Khora 2001) were planned as
dance works, though they can also be played as
concert items. The ninth – Nonno (2011) – is for
amplified piano and big band.
“I have consciously sought different takes for the
concertos,” says Heiniö. “To me, it’s the only way to
keep this genre alive. The same search for novel ideas
is also manifest in my chamber music, and I don’t have
any two chamber works scored for the same line-up.”
Mikko Heiniö’s three symphonies likewise reflect a similar approach. The second, for example
(Songs of Night and Love 1997)
, has a big part

for baritone, and the third is in the nature of a sinfonia concertante for percussion and orchestra.
“It’s been my idea to create a series of symphonies in which I take stock of my situation at intervals of roughly ten years. There’s been a slightly
longer gap between the second and third, but the
new one nevertheless continues the same idea. It’s
important for it to be a sinfonia concertante and
not a percussion concerto.”

Theatre man

ply enthralled by the theatre, which is one reason
why I’ve done operas. I might have an easier time if I
did something else, but it’s such a fascinating world.”
His operas likewise represent different approaches. The first to be written was the archaicallytinged church opera Riddaren och draken (The
Knight and the Dragon 2000). This was followed
by Käärmeen hetki (The Hour of the Serpent
2006), which was staged at the Finnish National
Opera. His third opera, Erik XIV (Eric XIV),
about the 16th-century Swedish King Eric and
his commoner wife, was premiered in the year in
which Turku was European Capital of Culture
(2011) and was a large-scale production making
fine use of modern technology.
Mikko Heiniö is already working on his next
opera, to a libretto by Pirkko Saisio. He “might
have an easier time” if he did not write operas, but
composing them seems to be a force impossible for
him to resist.
KIMMO KORHONEN

Footnotes

• Heiniö’s Symphony No. 3 featuring a solo percussion section, piano,
celesta and harp is to be premiered by the Turku Philharmonic
Orchestra at his 70th birthday concert on 18 May. The concert will also
include his Maestoso for orchestra. The conductor will be Anja Bihlmaier.
• The Wäinö Aaltonen Museum in Turku is putting on a concert of
chamber music on 8 April in honour of Heiniö’s birthday. On the
programme will be Café au lait and the Piano Quintet.

Seven questions
for Fredrik Högberg
Fredrik Högberg is currently in the limelight with the premiere of two new solo
concertos in the spring. A violin concerto and a bassoon concerto, both inspired
by Greek myths and fables.

1

The violin concerto Absent Illusions – A Hunt
for the Eluded Muses will be premiered on 16
March at Tonhalle Düsseldorf. It was written for
the Dutch violinist Isabelle van Keulen, playing
both the violin and the viola. What lies behind
the work, and is there any message?
My violin concerto is an expression for, and a yearning after, visions. The nine Muses on Mount Helicon
inspired the all-round artists and scientists of the
ancient world. In our time, when the world is often
portrayed as ugly, violent and barren, in art as well as
in the media and the debates, I miss the great, and
even the naive, visions. Who will show us how it could
be, and not merely how it is? I am looking for new
Muses who can inspire. Are they there even though
we don´t see them?

2 Each and every Muse gets her own movement

in the concerto, and in between there are three
cadenzas and last of all the Tenth Muse. Could
you tell us something about how the different
Muses are given musical form? And who is the
Tenth Muse?
When you read about the Muses in Greek mythology their individual profiles become quite distinct,
and I have simply let them take form through my
musical intuition. Each one has her own special
sphere, but of course they have a great deal in common, too, and the music sometimes impinges on itself to bind together the similarities. Who the Tenth
Muse is, is actually up to each listener to decide; the
one which is mine is revealed in the work! In the concerto the romantically and fervently beautiful and
the explosively ugly and strident get on well together.
Opposites that are suddenly in harmony without
requiring consonance. The virtuosity ripples above
rumbling layers of rhythms and timbres, and in the
midst of this a face takes shape.

3 The concerto is also accompanied by film.

What will we get to see on the screen?
The film shows another depiction of the Muses.
I have worked closely with the artist Caroline
Strindlund and with a special technique I have

and rock music that makes me feel comfortable
composing shorter movements. It is true that they
are joined together in order to maintain the long
line, something like islands with bridges between
them. And of course I often have an extramusical
content, and then it is interesting with both subtitles and short sections. I also like the suite form
that I have inherited from Tchaikovsky, Prokofiev,
Saint-Saëns and others; that could be part of it.

6 For you, it is not a big step from humour to

captured her when she paints bodies and faces.
A kind of minimalistic video-scenography that
accompanies the whole concerto.

4 In The Baboon Concerto for bassoon, com-

posed for the Swedish prize-winning soloist
Sebastian Stevensson, your humorous side
shines through again. The soloist even gets to
act and tell a story. What kind of story is this,
and how will it be depicted?
The Baboon Concerto is a narrative loosely based
on the story of the lazy grasshopper and the busy
ant in the famous fable of Aesop. Sebastian will
present the baboon and what he talks about. There
will be virtuosity and highly theatrical pranks, and
humour too! Sebastian is an incredible musician
and an aesthetic soul. He´ll deliver some fantastic
moments when the concerto is premiered at the
Gothenburg Concert Hall in May.

5 Both these concertos are divided into 14

sections, instead of the traditional three-movement concerto form, and this is also something
we have seen in several of your earlier works.
What are your thoughts concerning this?
I think it could possibly be my background in pop

the depth of seriousness. In 2016 your chamber
opera Still My Fire was given its premiere and
aroused a great deal of attention. It tells the
tragic story of the multibillionaire and Tetra
Pak heir Hans-Kristian Rausing, who – when
his wife Eva dies after an overdose – locks
himself in with her dead body in their luxurious
London apartment for two months, because
he cannot accept that she is dead. How do you
depict such a difficult and dark subject?
When the content of the narrative is so powerful and demanding as in Still My Fire, the music
does not need to emphasize it but rather it tries
to give another approach or reflection. Music that
is a little easier to take in can function as a carrier
wave for an otherwise unbearable and traumatic
story. Something like swallowing down medicine
with cognac.

7 What can we expect from you in the near

future?
Well, I have composed quite a lot of music lately, so
first it will be pleasant to take a break for a while!
And enjoy the premieres.
Then I have a number of interesting projects in
the pipeline that I cannot reveal just yet.
K R I S T I N A F R Y K LÖ F

Premieres
• Absent Illusions – A Hunt for the Eluded Muses: Isabelle van
Keulen and Düsseldorf SO/Alexandre Bloch on 16 March.
• Baboon Concerto: Sebastian Stevensson and Gothenburg SO/
Tung-Chieh Chuang on 9 May.
• Still my Fire: Piteå Chamber Opera and Norrbotten NEO/AnnaMaria Helsing on 15 October 2016.

